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HISTORY OF POLICE TRAINING 

 

 The concept of a centralized municipal police department did not exist in the United 

States until the mid-1800s.1  Prior to that, communities would often create a “night watch” where 

volunteers would attempt to detect illicit behavior by their neighbors. Individuals or businesses, 

particularly businesses in growing cities, would also pay for private protection.  As commerce 

grew in these cities, businesses sought to transfer the cost of protection to the government.  Most 

major cities had municipal police departments by the 1880s; however, the departments were rife 

with undue influence and corruption by local political, business, and labor leaders.    

 

“The linking of police and politics bred political and financial corruption and 

injustice. Police became involved in partisan political activity to ensure the 

election of particular candidates; they received “gratuities” for not enforcing 

unpopular vice laws; and they excluded strangers from social and political life.2” 

 

 Early 20th Century police reformers attempted to break the link between local politics and 

police, and create true civil service police departments, free from both political and business 

interests.  Instrumental in that reform was police training.  Formal police training is documented 

as early as 1907, when August Vollmer, as Town Marshal and then Police Chief of the Berkeley, 

California Police Department, sought to provide both in-service training to police officers as well 

as develop college programs for policing.3   As Chief, he established the police department’s first 

police school, which provided instruction on a variety of subjects including the law and 

evidentiary procedures.4  Chief Vollmer believed it critical to view police as professionals on par 

with lawyers and doctors, and firmly believed it necessary to provide the appropriate education 

to do so.5  This police training framework went on to influence police training across the United 

States.     

 

 POLICE TRAINING TODAY 

  

 Police training across the U.S. is decentralized and varies among the nation’s 664 state 

and local law enforcement academies. The components of training at each academy are largely 

dependent upon federal, state, and local regulation, as well as voluntary compliance with various 

accreditation entities.  Each year, approximately 45,000 recruits enter basic training programs 

across the U.S. 

 

 The Bureau of Justice Statistics has conducted a periodic survey of police academies 

since 2002.  The data presented in this staff report comes from the 2013 Census of Law 

Enforcement Training Academies (CLETA), which was published in 2016.  The Bureau of 

 
1 The History of Policing in the United States, https://plsonline.eku.edu/insidelook/history-policing-united-states-

part-1  
2 Early Police in the United States, https://www.britannica.com/topic/police/English-and-American-policing-in-the-

late-19th-century  
3 August Vollmer,  https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4112&context=jclc  
4 City of Berkeley Police Department History The Earliest Years 1905-1925 "First In Policing" 

https://www.cityofberkeley.info/Police/Home/History_The_Earliest_Years_1905-1925.aspx  
5 Vollmer, https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4112&context=jclc  

https://plsonline.eku.edu/insidelook/history-policing-united-states-part-1
https://plsonline.eku.edu/insidelook/history-policing-united-states-part-1
https://www.britannica.com/topic/police/English-and-American-policing-in-the-late-19th-century
https://www.britannica.com/topic/police/English-and-American-policing-in-the-late-19th-century
https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4112&context=jclc
https://www.cityofberkeley.info/Police/Home/History_The_Earliest_Years_1905-1925.aspx
https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4112&context=jclc
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Justice Statistics just conducted a newer survey in 2018, and its results are expected to be 

published later this year.  

 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY POLICE TRAINING 

 

 Montgomery County Police Department (MCPD) has an authorized complement of 1,307 

sworn officers that provides services to 1.2 million people in the County.  There are several 

municipal police departments in the County that also provide service.  All these law enforcement 

agencies use the MCPD Police Academy to train its recruits.   MCPD administers its own police 

academy at the new Public Safety Training Academy site in Gaithersburg.    The Academy has 

32 full-time staff, including 26 sworn officers and six civilian instructors.  The Academy also has 

two instructors temporarily assigned from the Sheriff’s Office, and one instructor temporarily 

assigned from the Maryland-National Capital Parks and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC) 

Police Department.  The State’s Attorney’s Office provides one instructor.  There are no part-

time instructors; however, the Academy regularly uses “adjunct” instructors pulled from their 

regular duties in the police districts and other divisions. 

 

 MCPD provides basic training instruction at the Academy for MCPD recruits as well as 

recruits for the Park Police, Gaithersburg City Police, Rockville City Police, the Sheriff’s Office, 

the Chevy Chase Village Police, and occasionally Montgomery County Fire and Rescue Service 

fire and explosive investigators. 

 

 According to the CLETA survey, academies generally held two classes per year.  The 

median smallest class size was 14 recruits and the median largest class size was 28 recruits.  The 

entire range of class sizes varied from one graduate to one with more than 1,000 recruits.  MCPD 

class sizes are generally large in comparison, ranging from 40-50 for each class (this includes not 

only MCPD recruits, but recruits from other local police departments as well).  Nationwide, 

approximately 86% of all recruits successfully complete the training program and graduate from 

the academy.   MCPD’s graduation rate is close to this average. Over the past four years, 83% of 

MCPD recruits graduated from the Academy.    

 

 The following chart illustrates annual enrollment totals, as well as dropout rates from the 

Academy, over the past four fiscal years.  
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 Length of Training (Basic and Field Service):  MCPD police recruits must have one of 

the following:  1) 60 hours of college credits; 2) three years’ active duty service in the military 

with an honorable discharge; or 3) three years’ experience in another law enforcement agency. 

Basic training runs for 25 weeks, or 1,000 hours of instruction.  Field service training adds 

another 14 weeks or 540 hours of instruction.   The 2013 CLETA survey of all police academies 

reports that the average length of basic training is 843 hours, and the average length of  field 

service training is 521 hours.  The average number of instruction hours varies by the type of 

academy.   State Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) academies have the fewest hours 

of instruction, with 650 academy hours and 250 field training hours.    
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 Elements of Training Basic Training:  The MCPD Academy’s basic training 

curriculum must meet the Maryland Police and Correctional Training Commission’s minimum 

requirements that are set for all police officers in the State.  MCPD is accredited by the 

Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CALEA) and meets its 

training standards as well.  State and federal case law also influence training needs.  MCPD 

works within these requirements and includes additional coursework as needed to meet the needs 

of the County, as it develops its instructional program.  The Academy’s Program of Instruction 

for 2018-2019 is attached at ©35-53.  This curriculum will be updated for the 2020.   

 

 Elements of instruction range from broad overviews of Department organization and 

history and Academy rules and regulations, to substantive instruction including training modules 

on the Maryland criminal justice system, Constitutional law, Maryland criminal law, juvenile 

procedures, investigative techniques, patrol operations, use of force, community relations and 

community policing, traffic enforcement, firearms training, emergency vehicle operations, and 

first aid.   

 

  Stress/Non-Stress:  The CLETA survey distinguishes between “stress” and “non-

stress” methods of policing training.  Stress methods are based on a military model of training.  

This method relies heavily on both physical and psychological demands.  According to the 

Bureau of Justice, non-stress training methods are more likely to emphasize academic 

achievement and physical training and include a more relaxed and supportive instructor/student 

relationship.     

 

 About half of academies provided a training model that was more stress than nonstress- 

oriented.  Approximately one fifth of academies provided a training model that was more 

nonstress-oriented.    One third of the academies provide a blended approach.  MCPD advises 

that its approach is also blended.  

 

 All high-stress academies and most all low-stress academies use one or more types of 

reality-based scenario training.  High-stress academies used more reality-based scenario training 

and used this type of training for eight out of the nine training areas for which data was gathered.   

The types of reality-based scenarios include: 

 

• Self-defense; 

• Arrest control tactics; 

• Verbal tactics; 

• Use-of-force continuum; 

• Firearms; 

• Non-lethal weapons; 

• Non-lethal live fire (e.g. Submunitions or paintballs); 

• Firearms training simulators; and 

• Threat assessments. 

 

MCPD provides reality-based training in all of these scenarios.    
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  Training Subject Areas:  The CLETA survey gathers data regarding more than 

40 different basic training subject areas.   These range from operational functions such as patrol 

procedures, emergency vehicle operations, first aid, radar, report writing, and basic 

investigations.   They also include training for weapons/defensive tactics such as de-escalation, 

firearms skills, and nonlethal weapons.   Legal training subject areas include criminal and 

Constitutional law, juvenile justice law, and traffic law.  Self-improvement training includes 

basic foreign language instruction, ethics and integrity, health and fitness, professionalism, and 

stress prevention/management.  The survey also collects data regarding special topics such as 

community policing. 

 

 The following chart reflects major subject areas of training. It is not all-inclusive of 

reported or collected data.  Please see ©1-20 for the 2013 CLETA survey and ©21-34 for 

MCPD’s survey. 

 

Training Subjects and Hours 

Subject CLETA Average (2013) MCPD Difference 

Basic First Aid/CPR 24 48 24 

Investigations 42 40 -2 

Patrol Procedures 52 170 118 

Report Writing 25 39 14 

Emergency Vehicle Operations 38 40 2 

Traffic Accident Investigation 23 38 15 

Computers/Information Systems 9 40 31 

        

Defensive Tactics 60 88 28 

Firearms  71 40 -31 

Nonlethal weapons 16 19 3 

        

Criminal/Constitutional Law 53 108 55 

Juvenile Justice 10 7 -3 

Traffic Law 23 25 2 

        

Domestic Violence 13 2 -11 

Gangs 4 2 -2 

Hate Crimes/Bias Crimes 3 8 5 

Mental Illness 10 64 54 

Community Policing 43 81 38 

Terrorism 9 4 -5 

        

Ethics and Integrity 8 4 -4 

Professionalism 11 2 -9 

Stress Prevention 6 2 -4 
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 In general, MCPD provides more hours of training in each subject area.  Two notable 

exceptions are training in domestic violence (two hours compared to the national average of 13 

hours) and the use of firearms (40 hours compared to the national average of 71 hours).   

 

 MCPD provides significantly more hours of training in several subjects, including first 

aid, patrol procedures, defensive tactics (which includes use of force and de-escalation training), 

Constitutional law, community policing, and mental health.  MCPD provides 81 hours of 

community policing training compared to the national average of 43 hours.  The Department also 

provides 64 hours of mental health training compared to the national average of 10 hours.   

 

 Community Policing Training:  This subject area has been identified as a best practice 

by the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing.6  Community policing is a proactive 

approach to crime prevention where the police and the community work together as partners to 

reduce crime and address other community concerns.  Approaches to community policing may 

be very neighborhood-specific, and therefore look different across the nation.  The CLETA 

survey captures the following elements of community policing, and this chart compares MCPD 

community policing training to the national experience. 

 

 
 

 

 Mental Health Training:  This subject area has also been identified as critical to modern 

police training and practices.  The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing  report notes 

that: 

 

“Crisis intervention training (CIT) was developed in Memphis, Tennessee, in 

1988 and has been shown to improve police ability to recognize symptoms 

of a mental health crisis, enhance their confidence in addressing such an 

emergency, and reduce inaccurate beliefs about mental illness.” 

 
6 President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, https://noblenational.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/President-

Barack-Obama-Task-Force-on-21st-Century-Policing-Implementation-Guide.pdf  

https://noblenational.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/President-Barack-Obama-Task-Force-on-21st-Century-Policing-Implementation-Guide.pdf
https://noblenational.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/President-Barack-Obama-Task-Force-on-21st-Century-Policing-Implementation-Guide.pdf
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 The CLETA survey does not identify down any specific elements of mental health 

training.  The MCPD Training Academy program currently includes 40 hours of Crisis 

Intervention Training for all recruits.  The recruits also receive the eight-hour Mental Health 

First Aid training.   As with other aspects of training, this subject spans a variety of training 

modules.   The Academy also uses its reality-based scenarios to simulate dealing with 

individuals with mental illness.    

 

 Use of Force and De-Escalation Training:  The International Association of Chiefs of 

Police has described use of force as the "amount of effort required by police to compel 

compliance by an unwilling subject."  Most agencies view the use of force as a continuum, 

including basic verbal and physical restraint, less-lethal force, and lethal force.7   Generally, 

police officers are taught to use the least amount of force necessary to prevent harm and take 

control of the incident.  MCPD provides 20 hours of de-escalation training, 88 hours of defensive 

tactics, and 19 hours of non-lethal weapon training.   

    

 Field Service Training:  Once recruits have graduated from the Academy, they are 

required to complete 14 weeks of Field Service Training.   Probationary officers are assigned to a 

Field Training Officer and must complete every enumerated task (see “Probationary Officer’s 

Handbook attached at ©58-86).   

 

 In-Service Training:  In-Service training is provided annually to all police officers.   It is 

governed by Maryland Police and Correctional Training Commission Requirements that include 

18 hours of in-service training per year of the following subjects: 

 

• Firearms (annually); 

• TASER qualifications (annually); 

• Rifle and Shotgun (semi-annually); 

• Autism; and 

• The study of criminal laws concerning rape, sexual offenses, sexual abuse of 

children; the contact with and treatment of victims of crimes; victims’ rights, 

services, and support; and the notification of victims of identify fraud of their 

rights under federal law (triennially). 

 

 CALEA accreditation standards mandate in-service training on: 

 

• Use of Force Policy (annually); 

• Protective Instruments (biennially); 

• Firearms, Rifle, and Shotgun (annually); 

• Legal Updates (annually); 

• Biased Based Policing (required biennially; however, MCPD does this annually); 

• TASER (annually); 

• Defensive Tactics (biennially); 

• Ethics (biennially); 

 
7 Overview of Police Use of Force, National Institutes of Justice, https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/articles/overview-police-

use-force  

https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/articles/overview-police-use-force
https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/articles/overview-police-use-force
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• Mental Illness (triennially, however MCPD does this annually); 

• Temporary Dentation Room (triennially); and  

• Remedial Training for those who do not qualify.   

 

 The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) also requires: 

 

• IS 100 – Introduction to Incident Command; 

• IS 700 – National Incident Command System; 

• IS 200 – Basic Incident Command (Sergeants and above, and ECC supervisors); 

• IS 300 – Intermediate ICS for expanding incidents – (Lieutenants and above); 

• IS 400 – Advanced ICS for Command and Staff (Lieutenants and above); and 

• IS 800 – National Response Framework (Lieutenants and above). 

 

 The National Safety Council mandates: 

 

• CPR (biennially) 

 

 In addition to these mandated in-service training elements, MCPD requires training in: 

 

• Blood Borne Pathogens (annually); 

• Firearms (annually); 

• Less-lethal Weapons (annually); 

• Legal Updates (annually); 

• Defensive tactics and protective instruments (annually) 

• Ethics (biennially and includes all sworn and civilian employees); 

• Preventing Workplace Harassment (triennially); 

• Mental Illness (annually beginning in 2020, for all sworn and civilian employees); 

• Biased Based Profiling Issues, Including Legal Aspects (entry-level and 

biennially). 

 

DISCUSSION ISSUES 

 

1. The CLETA survey composition does not easily reflect blended training elements, such 

as when the Academy concurrently trains on mental illness and de-escalation techniques.  

It would be helpful to the Committee if the Department could give an example of how 

certain skills such as de-escalation or community policing are factored into multiple 

training elements.   

2. The Academy makes use of many adjunct instructors, often on overtime, to help teach 

basic training and other specialized training.  Is this done to efficiently make use of 

subject matter experts out in the field?  Or does it reflect insufficient Academy staffing?  

Or both?  

3. What influences the Academy’s development of its curriculum outside of legal and 

accreditation mandates?   How often does the Academy change its curriculum?   

4. What are recent changes the Academy has made to its curriculum, and why?  
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January 24, 2020 

Jason Cokinos, Captain 
Montgomery County Police Academy 
8751 Snouffer School Road 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879 

Dear Captain Cokinos, 

The Maryland Police and Conectional Training Commissions (MPCTC) conducted an audit at the 
Montgomery County Police Academy on August 15, 2019. The purpose of the audit was to ensure 
that the Montgomery County Police Academy's Entrance-Level Training Program is in compliance 
with Police Training and Standards Commission requirements. 

MPCTC has completed the audit of the Montgomery County Police Academy and has determined 
that the Montgomery County Police Academy is in lull compliance with Commission requirements 
set forth at Title 12 Depallmenl of Public Safely and Correctional Se/vices, Code of Maryland 
Regulations, Subtitle 04 Police Training and Standards Commission 12.04.01.09 and 12.04.01.10 
and considers this audit closed. 

Respectfully, ) 

#4t;%'X~- l/ 

Albert L. Liebno, Jr. / 
Deputy Director 

cc: Marlethia Black, Compliance Officer 
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National Practices 

•!•There are 664 state and local law enforcement academies. 

•!•Each year, they train about 45,000 new recruits. 

•!•Training standards must comply with federal, state, and local regulation. 

•!•Academies are often accredited by entities such as CALEA, adding more training requirements. 

•!• Nearly half of police academies are based at two- or four-year colleges, or technical schools. 

•!•Academies average 21 full-time and 32 part-time instructors. 

•!• Most academies hold two classes a year. 

•!•The median smallest class size was 14. 

•!•The median largest class size was 28. 



Training Subjects 

•!•The CLETA survey asks academies about almost SO different training subjects and the number 
of hours of training provided for each. 

•!•While this methodology provides a broad overview of the types of training provided, it does 
not capture different training subjects that may span multiple elements of training. 

•!•Nationally, the most required training hours are in the area of operations (more than 200 hours 
per recruit). 

•!•An average of 168 hours were required for training on weapons, defensive tactics, and the use 
of force. 

•!• Recruits spent 89 hours training in self-improvement categories such as health and fitness, and 
stress prevention. 

•!• Recruits spent an average of 86 hours in legal education. 



MCPD Training Academy 

•!• 1,000 hours (25 weeks) of basic training 

•!•540 (14 weeks) of field training 

•!• Meets the Maryland Police and Correctional Training Commission's minimum requirements. 

•!•Also meets CALEA requirements. 

•!•Meets federal requirements. 

•!•Updates training as new best practices emerge. 



Hours of Training 
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MCPD Staffing 
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MCPD Recruits (2018) 

Number of recruits who started and completed the academy, by sex 
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MCPD Recruits (2018) 

Number of Recruits who started and completed basic training, by race and ethnicity 
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MCPD Compared to National Experience 
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MCPD Compared to National Experience 

Weapons/Defensive Tactics 
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MCPD Compared to National Experience 

Self-Improvement Training 
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MCPD Compared to National Experience 

Legal Training 
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MCPD Compared to National Experience 

Special Topics Training 
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Community Policing 

Community Policing Training 
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Mental Health Training 

Mental Illness Training 
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Next Steps 

•!•What impact has recruiting challenges had on training, if any? 

•!•What training has been changed recently, and why? 

•!•What new training do you plan to incorporate? When? 

•!•What staffing and operational resources are needed moving into FY21? 
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